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Concert Series Will Feature
String Quartet This Evening
Budapest Artists to Present
Selections from Hayden,
Beethoven, Debussy
Left to right: Josef Roismann, first vio-
linist; Alexander Schneider, second
violinist; Boris Kroyt, violinist; Mischa
Schneider, 'cellist.
The Budapest String Quartet will
give the second concert in the Welles-
ley Concert Series this evening at
8:30 p. m. in Alumnae Hall. Their
program will include Haydn's Quartet,
Op. 76 No. 5 in D Major, Beethoven's
Quartet, Op. 59 No. 2 in E Minor, and
Debussy's Quartet in G Minor. The
Quartet in D Major is one of Haydn's
last, written in 1797, and reveals its
composer in a more graceful mood
than his usual forthright self. The last
movement is one of the gayest he ever
wrote. The Beethoven work comes from
Beethoven's middle period and has
a second slow movement of long,
sweeping phrases, a third movement
based on a Russian melody which can
be heard also in Prince Igor by Boro-
din, and a concluding, amusing fourth
movement at lightning speed. The
Quartet in G Minor is Debussy's only
string quartet, an impressionistic work,
full of invention, rhythms as varied
and as opposing as those of Brahms,
all possible tone colors, and an interest-
ing and seldom heard return of first
movement material.
QUARTET TOURS WORLD
The Budapest String Quartet was
organized in 1921, and of its present
members, Josef Roismann, first violin-
ist, Alexander Schneider, second vio-
linist, Boris Kroyt, violist, and Mischa
Schneider, 'cellist, three have been
playing together since that time. Mr.
Kroyt joined them in 1936. From its
inception, the Quartet has given nearly
1,000 concerts, touring all over Europe,
Australia, Africa, the Dutch Indies and
the United States. They are not solo-
ists, having never deviated from quar-
tet playing. Hence they have achieved
in this highly specialized branch of
music a degree of perfection which has
won them international recognition.
President Welcomes
New Honor Students
The Eta chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
held its initiation meeting at 8:00
p. m. Wednesday, November 16, at
the President's House. Miss Ruth
Lindsay of the Department of Botany,
President of the Chapter, was in
charge of the meeting.
Miss Virginia Onderdonk of the
Department of Psychology and Phil-
osophy, who spent last year abroad
studying at Cambridge University,
spoke on graduate study in England.
The Chapter initiated the nine
members of the class of 1939 who
have been elected to the honorary
society. The two juniors. Carolyn P.
Elley and Margaret H. Gllkey, who
gained the highest scholastic records
in their class, received their prizes,
twenty-five dollars apiece for books.
FIRE
The thud of fire engines racing
up Central Street called the at-
tention of Quadrangle residents to
a chimney fire which started in
Cazenove Hall at approximately
7:35 p. m. Saturday evening, No-
vember 12. Hearing a roaring
sound in the chimney of her liv-
ing-room fireplace before which
she was sitting, Mrs. Lillian H.
Lincoln, Head of House, went out-
side of Cazenove and noticed
smoke pouring from the chimney.
She informed the Superintendent
of Buildings of the fire by tele-
phone and proceeded to pour quan-
tities of salt on the fire in order
to create fumes in which the fire
could not burn. The later ap-
plication of fusees by firemen ac-
complished the same purpose in
shorter time, and the engine and
ladder-truck from the Wellesley
Fire Station were on their way
home within an hour. Except for
a disagreeable odor which perme-
ated the house, damage was neg-
ligible.
College residents recalled that
the two most recent fires at Wel-
lesley were those started when
lighted cigarettes ignited waste-
baskets in Shafer in the fall of
"37 and in Davis in the spring of '37.
When interviewed on Saturday
night, one fireman volunteered the
information that the Wellesley Fire
Department answers on an average
of 400 fire-alarms a year.
F. P. A. to Discuss
Palestinian Crisis
The Boston Branch of the Foreign
Policy Association will hold its third
luncheon discussion of the 1938-1939
season Saturday, November 19, at
1:00 p. m. at the Copley Plaza
Hotel. Mr. Herman L. Welsman, a
member of the Criminal Courts Com-
mittee of the New York County Law-
yers Association, Dr. F. I. Shatara,
President of the Arab National
League, and Mr. Philip W. Ireland, of
the Department of Government of
Harvard University, will speak on
"Palestine—and the Arab Revolu-
tion—Is It a Concern of the United
States?"
The speaking will begin at 1:35
p. m. after luncheon. The doors will be
open for luncheon at 12:30 p. m.
Board of Trustees Plans New
Undergraduate Fee to Relieve





Miss Rathbone Presents Health and
Physical Education Problems
Found in India
Miss Josephine Rathbone, an alumna
of the college and a former member
of the Department of Hygiene and
Physical Education, will be the guest
of honor at a formal dinner to be held
Saturday evening, November 19, at
Tower Court. After the dinner, Miss
Rathbone will tell of her recent ex-
periences in India and show some of
her motion pictures in the Great Hall.
Faculty, students, and friends are
cordially invited to attend this program
at 8 o'clock.
Ever since her undergraduate years,
Miss Rathbone has wanted to be of
service to the peoples of the Far East,
particularly India and China. Last
year she was granted a leave of absence
from Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, to go to these countries as a
consultant on problems in physical
education and health. In India she
worked with many groups and indi-
viduals, encouraging them in their
efforts to provide more adequate
leadership and facilities.
In addition to articles in various
professional publications, Miss Rath-
bone has written Foundations o/
Health, published in 1932, and Cor-
rective Physical Education, 1934.
SIX NEW MEMBERS JOIN
STAFF OF PRESS BOARD
Press Board announces the following
new members who are to begin work
this week: Ruth Anderson '42, Jose-
phine Futtner '40, Ann Lincoln '41,
Jean and Joan Pinanski '42, and Bar-
bara Snedeker '40.
Mademoiselle Marguerite Mespoulet,
formerly professor of French at Wel-
lesley College, and now at Columbia
University and Barnard College, will
lecture Tuesday, November 29 at 4:40
p. m. in the Great Hall, Tower Court.
She will treat the subject, "Les poetes
fantaisistes."
The lecture will be followed by a
dinner in the small dining room of
Tower Court for the members of the





It may be the requirement of a
Foreign Policy Research director, or a
quality brought out by the bringing up
of two children, but the gracious sin-
cerity and enthusiasm Vera Dean dis-
played throughout her lecture were
still in evidence as she answered the
reporter's questions.
Neutrality as a Reality
"Education should give an intelligent
approach to world problems," Mrs.
Dean said. "Since world issues are
everybody's problems, the student es-
pecially should learn to take an active
interest in world events, form his own
opinions, and take his own stand.
"Peace unions in colleges should not
limit themselves to vague dreams. They
should consider the issues at stake and
be ready to make practical compro-
mises," Mrs. Dean declared.
Switching from educational to na-
tional considerations, Mrs. Dean ex-
pressed the opinion that the neutrality
act should be revised to give either
complete neutrality or none. "The
policy we follow today is far from
being neutral," she said. With its cash-
and-carry basis it was intended pri-
marily as an aid to Great Britain and
France, but in the Far East it is help-
ing Japan. The foreign policy of the
United States as a whole, Mrs. Dean
believes, should be one of cooperation
with other nations. We should assist
the refugees as much as possible and
use our influence in the promotion of
peace.
Our Part in Future League
"Cooperation in the form of collec-
tive action has to be regional," Mrs.
Dean pointed out. The failure of the
League of Nations proved this point.
No nation is overly willing to lend
assistance to another nation far away,
but each prefers to work nearer home.
"In the future, if a League of Nations
ever does arise, it will have to start in
this hemisphere, with the United States
playing a definite part."
—AND FLOOD!
Eight students, three janitors,
and two maids mopped furiously in
five inches of water which flooded
the corridor and several rooms on
the fourth floor of Davis Hall last
Sunday morning, November 13.
After an hour of mopping and
wringing, 35 buckets had been filled
with water, as well as all available
pans and containers. When the first
excitement had quieted down, ex-
hausted students inquired into the
cause of the catastrophe. A janitor
answered prosaically that there had
been "a temporary maladjustment
in the plumbing system."
The disaster was abruptly dis-
covered when one girl, waking from
a sound sleep, emitted a terrifying
scream as she saw the water about
to maroon her in bed. This brought
everyone into the hall, and inci-
dentally into immediate action. Hi-
larity and laughter prevailed as the
students, after aiding the refugee
into dry territory, began work. Pa-
jamas, rubber boots, and shower
sandals became drenched in the
following hour as their owners car-
ried water by the pailfuls, soaking
it up with any absorbent material
on hand.
Someone with a sense of irony
closed the episode by playing So
Help Me on her victrola.
Miss McAfee's Letter Details




Includes Rare Editions in Exhibit
to Mark Fiftieth Anniversary
of Englishman's Death
The Wellesley College Library an-
nounces that it will hold from No-
vember 21 through December 1 a semi-
centennial exhibition of books and
autograph letters of Matthew Arnold.
The showing, which will present a very
nearly complete set of rare and valu-
able first editions, together with as-
sociation copies and other items, will
trace Arnold's publications through 99
years beginning with the scarce copy
of Alaric at Rome, published at Rugby
in 1840, and closing with advance proof
sheets of two definitive Arnold works
to be published by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press, The Poems of Matthew
Arnold: A Commentary by C. B. Tin-
ker and H. F. Lowry, due in 1939, and
Matthew Arnold's Note-Books, edited
by H. F. Lowry, Karl Young, and W.
H. Dunn, due late this fall.
The remarkable Arnold items in the
English Poetry Collection of the Wel-
lesley College Library are being sup-
plemented by loans of books and manu-
scripts from the private collections of
Professor Chauncey B. Tinker of Yale
University, Dr. Howard F. Lowry of the
College of Wooster and the Oxford
University Press, and by two members
of the Wellesley faculty.
The public is cordially invited to
visit the exhibition which marks for
the first time in this neighborhood the
fiftieth year since Arnold's death in
1888.
23 MORE DAYS TILL
FALL FORMALS
MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!
The following letter, recently sent
out to parents of Wellesley students,
contains full explanation of the re-
cent action taken by the Board of
Trustees in raising the fees for new
resident students from $1000 to $1100
annually. The first financial measure
to affect undergraduates since Sep-
tember, 1934, the revision is thorough-
ly discussed by President McAfee:
"To the Parents of
Wellesley Students:
The forthcoming issue of the Cata-
logue will show an Increase of $50 in
the fees charged in 1939-40 and there-
after to resident students who are
now enrolled. The fee for non-resi-
dent students will continue to be
$500.
HIGH OPERATING COSTS
The Trustees have been faced with
the problem of meeting an ever-in-
creasing cost of services. A college
which is not enlarging its services is
in danger of stagnation, but the more
departments are developed, the more
the library is strengthened, the more
equipment is Improved, the costlier is
the operation. With decreased re-
turns on investments it is necessary
to secure additional income from
student fees.
An increase of $100 is being
charged to new resident students.
The Trustees preferred not to ask
so large a sum from students who
have already started their course.
The $50 charged to students in resi-
dence in 1938-39 actually represents
a very slight increase, since its adop-
tion inaugurates a new service to stu-
dents and the inclusion in the basic
fees of the College of the student ac-
tivity fee and of the diploma fee
which are now additional expenses.
For some time the College has
wanted to relieve students and their
parents of the annoyance of supply-
ing and laundering linen for rooms
in college residences. The increased
fees will make it possible to do this,
and hereafter sheets, pillow - cases,
and bath towels will be supplied and
laundered by the College at no addi-
tional cost to the student.
COLLEGE LAUNDRY SERVICE
The incorporation of the student
activity fee in college fees is in line
with the practice in some other col-
leges. It recognizes the responsibil-
ity of the College for financing stu-
dent organizations which contribute
to its total educational program. It
simplifies the collection of the sub-
sidy for student organizations. It is
not designed to diminish but rather
to increase the prestige and respon-
sibility of student-managed groups
which are a very significant part of
this community.
The inclusion of the diploma fee
is an effort to simplify the number
of fees and relieve the senior year of
an extra financial burden.
In order that no student will be
prevented from continuing her course
at Wellesley because of this increased
charge, it is the intention of the
Trustees to increase the amount of
scholarship aid. Applications for
such assistance should be made in
writing, on blanks provided for that
purpose, to Dean Lucy Wilson, Chair-
man of the Scholarship Committee.
Very cordially yours,
Mildred H. McAfee
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New? takes pleasure in announcing
the addition to the Business Board of
the following neiv members: Courtney
'40, A / laide de Beer '41.
"
i [r„; Hadsell '41, Gloria
I
' ih '42, Katfa rim
Kinqston '42. Virginia Reid '42, Margaret
Schloss '42, Elizabeth Titus '42. and Anm
Tomaselllo '42.
Education Names A Price
[1 is probable that on the announce-
ment of an increased residence fee, a gen-
eral outcry will be heard. Students and
alumnae, impressed by the picture of the
college as a non-profit-making institution,
may rise in wrath. Distressed by rigid
private economies, they will fail to realize
the inevitability of the measure.
Twelve years ago, annual charges rose
from $810 to $1,000, making the Welles-
ley fee equal to that of most of the major
women's colleges. Vassar and Bryn
Mawr regularly exact higher fees. In in-
stances of more expensive residence halls,
Barnard and Smith Colleges levy an addi-
tional charge.
Since 1926. Wellesley has erected seven
campus buildings, and scholarships have
jumped from under $32,000 to over $90,-
000 annually. The direct result of such
increased financial responsibility, total
expenses now approximate $1,800,000
annually. Gifts have, of necessity, dropped
off, and there is little prospect of any im-
mediate addition to the Endowment Fund.
Those who would remind us of Wellesley's
§8.829.267 permanent endowment must
recall the Great Depression and the result-
ant depreciation of even the most careful-
invested securities. A glance at the
Annual Report of the Treasurer reveals
that approximately 74% of the total in-
come must be derived from student pay-
ments. 11 is greatly to the credit of
WeUesley'fl financial administrators that
no part of the budget depends on chance
gilts. The income from such gifts, and
any unexpected surplus that mav accrue
can be appropriated towards any num-
bei of prospective developments. In
economic stress of the mo-
i11 "" Wellesley still hopes to realize her
ever-present visions of a greater library,
ed salaries and a continued build-ing program.
The benefits of an inclusive lee are
ilv recognized. Efficiency and economy
for the student will be effected by the
proposed linen supply service. In discon-
tinuing the form of a separate Student
Activity Fee, student budgets will be sim-
plified and there will be a saving of time,
money, and effort on the part of College
Government, the organization annually
responsible for Student Pay Day. But,
and we cannot overemphasize the fact,
this is no pretense of giving us something
for nothing. A vastly extended plant must
be maintained in the face of a shrunken
income. Whether we like it or not, aca-
demic dreams and theories, and one of the
most beautiful college campuses in North
America, can be perpetuated only on a
cash basis. The many friends of Welles-
ley, who built up the Endowment Fund,
are no longer able to give as generously
as they might wish. We are fortunate
that this measure, which might well have
been initiated six years ago, has thus far
been forestalled. It is no mark of fail-
ure, but the simple acknowledgment that
Wellesley, like the rest of the world, is
suffering from the effects of the times.
The Plight Of The Jew
In one of the most brilliant lectures
delivered during our four years at Wel-
lesley, Vera Dean pointed out last week
that in attempting to bolster their na-
tional economy, the Germans have been
indulging in a sectarian and racial purge,
equalled only by such black moments in
history as the Massacre of St. Bartholo-
mew.
Hitler has reminded us that penal-
ties will be visited on the German Jewry
as the result of pro-Jewish or anti-Nazi
opinion in the presses of the world. This
week the shooting of a German official
by the frenzied son of a deported Jew
caused the levy of a $400,000,000 fine to
be met by all German Jews, the prohi-
bition of participation in finance, trade,
and exchange, and the prevention of Jew-
ish patronage of theatre and concert
halls.
When fire departments refused to put
out fires set in Jewish synagogues and
stores, when police stood by to allow
young boys, suddenly made bold by their
new status in a group of regimented
automatons, to loot raerchandis and
kick aged Jews through the streets, we
find it impossible to characterize the
riots as "spontaneous actions" inspired
by "healthy instincts." When we see
Italy planning new curbs on the social
and economic life of the Jew. when
see anti-Catholic agitation and hints of
all pro-capitalist denunciation, regardless
of creed, we are more than ever aware
that the problem is one which requires
our attention.
It is hard for us to imagine how any
human beings can stand by to witness
actual persecution. But the attack made
on the Jews by Goebbels, Prince of Prop-
aganda, in a 1936 speech (distributed
gratis to American tourists) is enlight-
ening in showing us how the German
hatred of the Jews has been engendered.
The attack is made first by linking Jews
to Bolshevism which is "devised and led
by Jews" to whom the "criminal and
crazy doctrines" of Marx appeal. Goeb-
bels continued, "Schopenhauer has -;ml
that the Jews are masters of lies, and
therefore it is no surprising fad flial
Bolshevism and Jewry here meet in close
kinship." When he says thai the Jews
have "striven to mobilize all the forces
of the world against Germany," he is
playing to the post-war German atti-
tude, a sulky inferiority complex which
shows itself in a series of impulsive
self-assertive actions. Ironically, he
calls the Jews "ruthless tyrants, abso-
lutely without principle," thereby makingGerman tyranny justifiable as retribu-
tion. The Jews, he says, have planned
'" m;ikl
' the civil war, started by Bol-
'heyista in Spain, develop into an intei
national conflict." In ;, completely il-
logica although violent statement he
appeals to "all the people who are under-
going terrible crises and uph.
claiming, "The Jews are to blame'"
II has been said thai Fascism has no
selling poml bul the necessitj For force
Remembering this, we do not. find it hard
to see why that force is having a trial
spin within Germany, satiating for onh
a moment the craze ,,,, oJ .„„„.,,
maamen who are anxious to pro^ - their
•mi . i io] iiv in n„. world.
Mid-Term Fraction
By B. W. '-10
G. O. P-ers in many a section
Saw life through a cloud of de-
jection.
•Our candidates must win selec-
tion
—
We've just got to bring on a
change."
And then, at the midterm election.
The party in power sensed re-
jection.
On Tuesday the country's com-
plexion
Did undergo visible change.
In answer to former dictates
Of voters at earlier dates
Republicans governed five states.
A paltry one-ninth of the country!
But it seems that Supreme Court
debates,
The purging of states' delegates,
The ill-will of voters creates
In more than one-third of the
country!
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for tfiis column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opiJiions and
:i((i. merits in iliis column.
Contributions should be in the
hands o/ the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
The Poster Committee
To The Wellesley College News:
There has been a great deal of con-
fusion lately about the services avail-
able to the college community through
the Poster Committee of College
Government. Orders for posters may
be filled out on the blanks in the
poster box at the Information Bureau.
These orders should be made at least
three days before the poster is to be
posted, and should specify the size and
price poster desired. For your con-
venience, we .suggest that you keep
this price list for future reference, al-
though there is also a price list on the
cover of the poster box. Index Board:
with picture 14" by 11". regulation
size, $.75; without picture, $.50. For
all other boards: with picture 18" by
14" $1.00, without picture, $.75; with
picture 14" by 11", $.75, without pic-
ture, $50. If, for any reason, posters
are desired for immediate display,
please telephone Alice Sanderson '40 at
Munger and leave a message. The com-
mittee will endeavor to fill all late
orders as soon as possible.
Alice Sanderson, Chairman of
the Poster Committee.
'42 Asks Librory Change
To the Wellesley College Neivs:
During Freshman week, members of
the class of '42 were given copies of
the library rules. At first the regula-
tions appeared quite logical. If one
wished to use library books over the
It-end it was necessary simply to
withdraw them on Saturday and then
im the books Monday morning. In
practice, however, we have found the
m unpractical In several respects.
The library is open on Saturday
nights, and doubtless accommodates
many students on that evening. But
for the majority, Saturday evening is
•
tune for relaxation after the week's
1 On the other hand, the library
1 Closed ..ii Sunday DightS, Yet, just
•
ll """ thl him- the average student
fc recommencing her routine of eve-
ning study and finds it Impossible to
obtain texts.
!l1
' fluxing the football season,
1 leave college in considerable num-
on Saturday noon, returning for
"""
"''I'" Under the present
111 " !
"- '•"""•' withdraw books
before their „oon departure. Conse-
quently, no library material, even if
they have contemplated using it. m
advance, is available for th,,,„ „,,„,
(Continued on Page 7. Col. 3)
CAPS AND FROWNS
'O WAD SOME POWER—"
Wellesley will gain fame among the
general populace, particularly the
younger generation, if through no
other way than its Geology field trips.
Few sights are more spectacular or
puzzling to the uninitiated than the
vision of a group of apparently nor-
mal young women scaling strange
heights and penetrating unlikely
crannies. Add to this the phenom-
enon of an instructor madly chip-
ping rock specimens from right and
left, and tossing them to the eager
crowd. A iew comments on the en-
tire procedure have reached the
proper ears. Two of these, both
out of the mouths of babes, or, at
least, seven-year-old urchins, may
be regarded as classics: a) the pure
and simple, "Dese dames is nuts!"
and b) the more thoughtful and
sympathetic, "Maybe they're or-
phans." Wellesley, take a bow!
CARROTS FOR CORSAGES
While Wellesley students eat spin-
ach, Radcliffe girls wear theirs. Tired
of orchids and gardenias. Radcliffe
boasts of a vegetable corsage fad.
The most elbaorate of corsage pos-
sessed a cauliflower, embellished with
carrots.
THE BICYCLE'S LAMENT
I bear you on my patient back
No matter what you weigh.
I stand here in the dripping rain
And wait for you all day.
I never moan when roads are rough.
When hills are high and steep.
And I stand wakeful in my rack
While you are sound asleep.
And yet no thanks from you I get,
No word that's kind and sweet.
Whenever anything goes wrong,
It's always me you beat.
You throw me roughly to the ground.
You jerk me here and there,
You scratch and bend my humble
frame
Till it's beyond repair.
If e'er you go to Washington.
I wish you'd tell the Chief,




After making an extensive re-
search on the much-maligned Har-
vard accent, E. Waldo Long traces
its origin to preparatory schools, de-
claring that at a football game be-
tween such teams as Groton and St.
Mark, strangers in the crowd may
easily be detected because they speak
English. He also charges that Wel-
lesley, Yale, Vassar, Princeton, and
Radcliffe have that form of speech
which "sounds as if it were coming
from a burned mouth."
AIRY DOWNFALL
Much as we hate to say it, M. I.
T.'s aeronautical attempts seem
doomed to failure. Not content with
last year's fiasco of a forced land-
ing here at Wellesley. two Technology
sophomores, the Tech unblushinglv
tells us, pulled another such land-
ing in the Coop field at M. I. T..
choosing home ground this time!
Their dubious aim being to see Bos-
ton by air, the lads were cruising
over the Institute when the gas gave
out, and in their emergency landing
fchey narrowly missed the new architec-
ture building. The third time, they say
Is a charm.
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THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
^t%ERRY felt a great bond of
^|£J sympathy the other day for a
literature student, when he heard her
say tearfully, "My quiz was just heart
rendering!"
* • •
The other day one of Perry's friends
was sitting astride her desk, dictionary
on her lap and book in hand, in an
effort to concentrate. Deeply absorbed,
she answered a knock at the door
with, "Come right in, honey." "Well,
this is a surprise!" said the electrician
as he entered the room.
* • o
eVERY class to its own objective,
but Perry was a bit startled to
hear that the aim of his sociology class,
in the words of the illustrious pro-
fessor, is "to make Machlavelli by
Thanksgiving."
* « •
Psyohology students were surprised
to learn of the case of the absent-
minded professor who mentioned, in
his nightly prayers, the things which
were on his mind. One night in an
especially devout frame of mind he
said, "And God bless the class which
will meet in room 313 instead of 212
on Friday instead of Thursday this
week."
* * •
RECENTLY a Yale man, visiting
-JA one of Perry's friends, found him-
self in an awkward position. Told by
the maid at the desk to wait in the
living room, he sat down in a cozy little
parlor, drew out a cigarette, and pre-
pared for the inevitable wait. Five
minutes later the excited maid rushed
into the room and dragged the pro-
testing man forth, shouting, "I didn't
tell you to go into the private room
of the Head of the House, you know!"
* « *
Perry felt sorry for one poor fresh-
man who labored under the delusion
that only girls were allowed to cut in
at the Freshman dance Saturday night.
When a boy asked her to dance, she
said, "Certainly not," because, as she
explained later, "it wouldn't have been
proper, would it?"
* • •
>> OMOR from informed sources has
Jj\ reached Perry's ears that the
beautiful black and gold sign which
formerly pointed the way to Tower
Court, Severance, Claflin, and Craw-
ford now occupies a place of honor i:i
a Tech freshman "dorm."
* * »
"Yes, I was sixteen once, but I got
over it," Perry heard one of the older
members of 1942 remark to her younger
companion.
* • •
^ftOUR pressman has lost his faith
<~^ In the heroines of 19th century
drama since he heard of one particular
belle. "Her name was Olive," said the
professor to Perry and his classmates,
"and believe me, she was stuffed."
'N^*VWS*WWS^w-^
t^%*»
Recently a well-known professor
lectured to the theatrically-minded on
the development of the proscenium
arch. One student rose bewilderedly at
the end of the talk and confessed to
interested observers that she was a
hygiene student who had hurried over
to hear a speech on the development
of the arches in the foot.
* e «
Yams get longer these days. One
Wellesley girl is still knitting on a pair
of socks, already over ten inches Ion?.
for a summer O. A. O. "I promised
not to finish them off until I heard
from him." she explained.
* • •
According to one of Perry's learned
professors, the three chief problems of
a girl's life are to get dates, to manage
her dates, and to keep them once she's
managed them.
* • •
While Perry was snooping about
Billings during an orchestra rehearsal,
he became engrossed by the French
horn player who was busy knitting
during the rests in her part. Finally
there was a pause in the proceedings
—
and queries were made as to why the
hornist had not come in on the proper
measure. "That's funny," remarked the
musician, "I can usually knit just one
row during that twenty measure rest."
* • *
Perry realizes that some adolescents
just can't keep their minds off the
movies. Otherwise he is at a loss to
explain the chemistry student who
referred in class to the well known
laws of Charles and "Boyer."
» » *
Perry ate dinner one night with an
Economics major. When the soup was
served, the girl gazed a moment at
the two small pieces of meat floating
about in it, then muttered scornfully,
"Watered stock."
* • •
Perry was browsing about the poetry
department of the Hathaway bookstore
last week, when a Wellesley girl breezed
in and asked Perry whether he knew
i he name of Ogden Nash's latest book
of verse. "I'm a stranger here my-
self," was Perry's prompt reply. "Thank
vou very much," said the student and
moved away to inquire of one who
would be better informed.
* » «
Reading over the sign-out slips one
night, Perry discovered to his amaze-
ment that one girl had given her es-
cort's address as 219 Tower Court. Im-
mediate investigation proved that it was
only a slip of a pen.
Perry the Pressman




Remember those at home
this Thanksgiving
Send flowers to make the festive board






Stresses Influence of Recent
Palestinian Excavations
in Biblical Study
Professor Millar Burrows, President
of the American Schools of Oriental
Research at Jerusalem and Bagdad,
and Professor of Biblical Theology at
Yale University, lectured to Biblical
History students in Pendleton Hall
on "Digging For The Past in Pales-
tine." Tuesday, November 15. at 8:30
p. m.
Professor Burrows stressed the re-
sults of the century's work in Pales-
tinian excavation. Since its begin-
ning the scientific method has been
developed in excavation work, in-
cluding stratigraphic digging, exact
recoiding, and comparative interpre-
tation. The discoveries made as a
result of the searches have given us
a new understanding of everyday life
in ancient Palestine. A new light is
thrown upon the inhabitants' economic
conditions, cultural activities, religion,
education, and relationships with
other lands.
The honorarium for this lecture
will be put into the endowment fund
F. POSTEL WILL SHOW
MOVIES OF WELLESLEY
Frances Postel '39, whose amateur
movies of Wellesley life include campus
scenes and the most colorful activities
of the college year, will present a public
showing of Wellesley movies at 7:30
p. m. Monday, November 21, in the
Botany Lecture Room, Sage Hall.
According to Miss Postel, the movies
include 1939's Junior Show, Faculty-in-
Formals, processions, winter scenes,
and a number of other traditional as-
pects of the world of Wellesley.
of the American Schools of Oriental
Research, maintained by a cooper-
ative organization of which Welles-
ley is a member, together with more
than fifty other American educa-
tional institutions. Professor Louise
Smith is the representative of Welles-
ley College in the governing body of
the Schools.
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Waban Block Wellesley Square
Tel. Wellesley 0300-W
Mrs. D. Y. Lin Dies;
Was Chinese Pioneer
Recently there has appeared an ar-
ticle which called to attention the re-
markable achievements of Mrs. D. Y.
Lin. a Wellesley graduate. Mrs. Lin's
contributions to the world were dis-
cussed in this article by Mrs. Mak
Liang Li-wen at the memorial service
for Mrs. Lin in SeptemDer 1938.
Mrs. Lin graduated from Wellesley
in 1913 and received her B. A. In
physical education. When she returned
to China she began her work as sec-
retary of the Y. W. C. A. in Shanghai,
and was the first Chinese woman to
take up physical education as a life
profession.
Upon returning to Nanking Mrs. Lin
was asked to become Professor of
physical education at Ginling college.
However, this did not occupy all of
her time, as she became active in
social, economic, religious, and philan-
thropic work.
After the outbreak of hostilities in
China, Mrs. Lin hoped to organize fehe
(Continued on Page 7, Col 5)
EXCLUSIVE ATTENTION
is given to winter wear to
satisfy the individual
MITTELS
38 Central St., Wellesley Wei. 327G
"Unforgettable" will be the vision of you in this
new formal season of
. .
bewitching elegance
in a dream of a gown with Victorian loveliness
. .
regal charm in a dark red velvet full length
evening wrap
. .
ingenious pearl showers that
you can twist to your heart-breaking delight
. . .
utter NEWness from Wellesley's NEWEST shop!
Evening dresses $14.95 to $49.95
Wraps, Coots, Capes $16.95 to $35
Filene's, "that smart loolcina store on Central Street.
Tn-inklinr beads on
your purse $2.25
Filene's Fall SALE! "Budget** Silk Stock- fi«ings in new Fall colors. Usually 79c **ttc
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Cosmopolitan Club
The Cosmopolitan Club will meet
Friday, November 18 at Agora house
at 7:15 p. m. The program
will
consist of brief descriptions by four
or five foreign students of fall
fes-
tivals in their respective countries,
akin to the celebration of Thanks-
giving in the United States.
Chemistry Lecture
Professor Mary A. Griggs of the
Chemistry Department discussed her
travels and experiences in Italy and
Sweden at a Chemistry Department
dinner last night at Tower court.
Miss Griggs was on sabbatical leave
last winter.
Circulo Italiano
The Circulo Italiano held its first
meeting of the year in the living
room of A. K. X. Wednesday, No-
vember 16, at 7:30 p. m. to welcome
as guests of honor all new students
of Italian. The Harvard Circulo was
invited to enjoy the student recital
of Italian folk songs. Afterwards
Circulo members served refreshments
to the new students and outside
guests.
Deutscher Verein
The play was the thing with mem-
bers of the Deutscher Verein Wednes-
day. November 16, at 7:30 p. m., when
students of German met in Shake-
speare House to present Einer Muss
Heiraten. Performers were: Mary
Bennett "39. Jean Faradis '39, and
Nanine Cross "41. Following the one-
act play, members served refresh-
ments and sang German songs.
Society Programs
Five Wellesley societies held their
first program meetings of the year
Saturday evening, November 11.
Members of Agora discussed Ger-
many's Hitler, high-lighting his char-
acter and political tenets. The pro-
gram was part preparation for the
spring semi-open which will be con-
cerned with the dictators of Europe.
At Alpha Kappa Chi, Miss Barbara
P. McCarthy of the Greek Depart-
ment, spoke on Greek tragedy apropos
of the work for the semi-open meet-
ing at which the members will pre-
sent Antigone and Agamemnon.
Members of Phi Sigma heard Pro-
fessor Robert S. Illingsworth of
Clark University discuss Irish poetry,
illustrating his lecture with selections
from his favorite Irish poets.
An informal reading and discus-
sion of Thornton Wilder's Our Town
was the feature of the Zeta Alpha
meeting.
STUDENTS ELECT HEADS
FOR 1939 FALL SPORTS
Following the termination of fall
sports, new Heads were chosen for next
year. Those elected by their teammates
are: Outdoor Basketball, Virginia An-
dersen '41; Crew, Marjorie Jones '40,
Hockey, Carolyn Wysor *40. Marian
Stearns '40, the present Head of Vol-
leyball, and Antoinette Meyer '40, the
present Head of Archery, were re-
elected for another year. The old
Heads of sports and the Athletic As-
sociation Board will attend a dinner
Monday. November 21, in honor of
these new members of the Board.
Guests Witness
Fall Field Day
Freshmen Show Superior Skill,
Triumph in Big Contests;
Sophomore Crew Wins
Spectators viewed with interest the
intramural basketball, hockey, archery,
tennis, volleyball, and crew contests
which took place on the sports fields
adjoining Mary Hemenway Hall, Fall
Field Day, November 10, at 3:45 p. m.
The basketball game between the
Freshman and Sophomore teams re-
sulted in a 32 to 19 rictory for the
Freshmen, leaving them undefeated for
the season.
Photographers then turned their
cameras from the basketball players
to shoot some characteristic poses on
the nearby hockey field where the
Reds had just completed a 2 to
victory over the Greens, in an exhibi-
tion game.
On the archery field arrows sped
swiftly toward their targets in the light
of the late afternoon sun. Competition
|
between the four class teams ended
with a victory for the Sophomores with
1102 points. The Juniors came in sec-
ond with 1034 points, the Freshmen,
third, and the Seniors, fourth.
SOPHOMORES WIN TENNIS
The tennis courts featured the dou-
bles finals of the Fall Tournament, won
by Anne Cohen '41 and Patricia Cum-
ming '41, and two exhibition singles
matches with Suzanne Van Dyke '41,
Barbara Prentice '41, Jean Pinanskl '42,
and Joan Pinanski '42 participating.
The Freshmen proved their super-
iority in volleyball as well as basket-
ball, defeating the Sophomores 60 to 11,
and displaying a second undefeated
team for the season.
Events ended with the riding com-
petition drill, which began at 4:45 p.m.
After the teams had staged their vari-
ous formations the judges announced
the Freshmen held first place; Sopho-
mores, second; Seniors, third; and
Juniors, fourth. Later competition
judged on horsemanship was held at
McGee's. Priscilla Blackett '42 won
first place; Mary Saalfield '42. second;
Ada Epstein '41, third; Helen Tarns
'39. fourth; and Maria Herrera '41,
fifth.
'41 CREW TRIUMPHS
Two by two the beginning crews
rowed down to the starting line at 3:40
p. m. with the Judges' boat right be-
side them. Marjory Morgan '38, a
member of the varsity crew last year,
and Natalie Gordon '38, who coxed last
year's varsity, judged the racing and
slow forms of the crews. The crew
coxed by A. Yeakley '41 won the race
and received the highhest number of
total points. The members of that crew
consisted of the following Sophomores:
Stroke, M. Coey; 7. C. Hadsell; 6, C.
Frank; 5, H. Mills; 4, B. McKenzie;
3, B. Prentice; 2. J. McLane; Bow, D.
Bockman. Although the crew coxed by
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Out From Dreams and
Theories
Vocations in Art
Mr. Harold F. Lindergreen, Art Di-
rector of the Vesper George School
of
Pine and Applied Art, will speak in-
formally at Wellesley Monday, Novem-
ber 21, at 4:40 p. m. in T. Z. E.
House.
Tea will be served at 4:15 p. m.
Mr.
Lindergreen will speak of the various
applications of art to such fields as
interior decoration, illustration, adver-
tising, and commercial design.
Women In Journalism
Miss Eleanor Carroll, assistant pro-
fessor of Journalism at Columbia,
spoke of "Women in Journalism" No-
vember 14 at T. Z. E. The speaker
defined journalism as "the profession
of telling something to some group,
large or small, of the general public."
In tins field women have been es-
pecially successful as columnists.
Miss Carroll pointed out that "there
is really a school of Journalism within
the walls of Wellesley." Courses in
English composition, economics, history
and government are particularly useful
preparation. In the field of extra-cur-
ricular activities, the speaker empha-
sized the value of belonging to Press
Board, although work on a good college
newspaper or magazine is also good ex-
perience. In her free time a student
should develop her critical faculties by
reading a variety of newspapers and
listening to radio news broadcasts.
While graduate study is not essential,
it is often a short-cut to an intimate
knowledge of the field. Since the stu-
dents put out their own newspaper,
(Continued on Page 8, Col 3)
NAZIISM ON CAMPUS?
We wonder if it is mere coincid-
ence that the following incident
came to pass during the same week-
end that Harvard rashly shoveled
their formerly level yard into a
chaos of trenches for a mock Su-
deten battle.
Church-goers answering the sum-
mons of the chapel bell, not long
since, momentarily postponed their
quest for religion. Eyes were glued
to a balcony of one of our promin-
ent lake dormitories whence much
commotion ensued. Two vigorous,
politically inclined sophomores, clad
in "p. j.'s", bathrobes, and tin curl-
ers, were praising Allah and at in-
tervals emitting low moans before a
large swastika pinned to a scarlet
rug.
"It was such a peaceful Sunday
morning," replied Culprit Number
One when questioned as to her per-
formance on the Sabbath, "and that
old Navajo rug was the only thing
we could find to sit on out there."
"We'd planned on a follow-up
parade at 5:00 p. m.," continued
Culprit Number Two, "but it rained,
so Leander insisted on sticking our





Have You Chosen A Career?
College graduates who expect to
seek employment in business, will
find the Intensive Secretarial
Course at the Packard School a
practical stepping stone to the se-
curity of a good income in the
modern business world.
DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS
Write or telephone for Catalog.
The Packard School
(Founded 1858>
253 Lexington Ave. (at 35th St.)
NEW YORK CITY
Registered by tlue Regents of the
University of the State of New York





TAILORED & DRESSY WOOLS
GLAMOROUS EVENING and
DINNER CLOTHES
Our Thanksgiving Gift To You
Gross Strauss Wellesley a
19 Central Street
C. A. NOTES
Dr. C. R. Brown in Chapel
Physical and mental rejuvenation
was the topic upon which Dr. Charles
R. Brown preached in chapel, Sunday,
November 13. He emphasized the fact
that man has to be transformed in
three ways. First, man should be made
over physically by a renewal of the
mind, since the state of the mind
registers upon the body. This renewal
necessitates the invocation of divine
help.
The approach to a physical cure by
a mental one leads to the second
point, that mentally, many men are
undernourished and need to be trans-
formed by the old, vital truths. We
should have our minds "in Christ" and
not live and think narrowly.
Thirdly, a transformed world will be
achieved when men are made over
spiritually. When the spirit of Christ
comes into the individual by his own
accord, he becomes a new creature.
Mr. Cheng Pleads for China
At the final C. A. Tea-talk of the
fall series, November 10, Mr. Cheng Te-
K'un, who has just arrived from China
to be a graduate student at Harvard,
gave an account of present-day condi-
tions in his homeland. Mr. Cheng con-
trasted China with America, stressing
the fact that his country is a suffering
nation, a fighting nation, and is also
fast becoming a moving nation. He ex-
Forum Features
Anti-War Play at Forum Tea
Peace Council will present Bury
the Dead, Irvin Shaw's powerful an-
ti-war play, at Forum tea this after-
noon, November 17, in Shakespeare
Society House at 4 o'clock.
Elinor Hayes '40, Joan Field '40,
and Helen Berger '41 will act in the
abridged version of the play. Stu-
dent peace workers gave the play
several times last summer as a part
of their activities in Student Volun-
teer Peace Service.
Harvard Debaters Are Victors
Wellesley lost the Armistice Day
Debate to Harvard, 76 points to 79.
The debate, "Resolved: That the
United States shall maintain a Policy
of Independent Political Action in
European Questions," was broadcast
over radio station WAAB from 3 to
4 p. m.
Dorothy Jane Keyser '41 and Lu-
cile Sheppard '40 upheld a policy of
co-operation with foreign countries.
Stanley Epstein and Phil C. Neal,
representing Harvard, supported the
isolationists' stand against military
alliances. Theodore von Rosenvinge,
Danish Consul in Boston, served as
one of the judges.
THREE ALUMNAE STAR IN
HOCKEY TOURNAMENT
A throng of enthusiastic hockey
players and fans descended upon Wel-
lesley for the annual Northeast-Field
Hockey Association Tournament No-
vember 11, 12, and 13. The Boston Re-
serves had the only undefeated team.
Miss Jean Harris '29, a hockey coach
at Wellesley, was a member of this
team. Another alumna, Miriam Swaf-
field '38, made two goals for the In-
dependent Active Club in their match
Saturday. Wellesley has cause to be
particularly proud of the accomplish-plained that China is being aroused
from its lethargy by this war which it i ments of Frances Pierce '30. At college
was powerless to avert and that the
nation, like an elephant, is slow but
powerful. He said that Christians now
have an opportunity to do more than
"sympathize" with the Chinese and ex-
pressed the hope that they would not
pass up this opportunity as they had
so many others.
Christmas Bazaar Plans
Flans for the Christmas Bazaar, to
be held December 1, are progressing
with enthusiasm. Marjorie Ashcroft
'39, Chairman, is coordinating the
work of her many assistants. Head-
ing the Bazaar committees are: Ruth
Anderson '41, Publicity; Ellen Luber-
ger '41. Posters; Dorothea White '39,
Features; Grace Reilly "39, Dolls;
Elinor Bancel '40, Food; Virginia
Grier '40, Finance.
she was President of Athletic Associa-
tion and last week she was not only
placed on the All-Northeast team but
was also elected Captain of it.
"La Pathetique"
The selection to be played at the
Music Service next Sunday, November
20, is Tschaikovsky's Symphony No. 6,
La Pathetique. The service will take
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A box of the fresh Fanny Farmer Can-
dies is the perfect gift for Thanksgiving
and the perfect ending to the Thanks-
giving feast. All Fanny Farmer Candies
are made from the finest foods that can
be bought at any price.
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Annual November Vesper Concert
The Choir's annual November Vesper
Concert was an example not only of
the thorough preparation of the Choir
by Mr. Greene, but also of the force
and clarity of the leader, Miss Margaret
M. Macdonald, who substituted as con-
ductor at the final rehearsal and the
concert. The Choir was alert and
responsive to Miss Macdonald's direc-
tion and gave a notably clear and
rhythmically precise performance.
The Assumpta est Maria of Aichin-
ger, which opened the Choir's program,
is by no means easy to sing and showed
some unevenness. A laudable attempt
was made to detach, crisply, the notes
of the long runs, a style of singing
which is in sharp contrast to the
smooth phrasing required of Byrd's
Looke Downe, O Lord. Although this
number needs a perfectly continuous
tone in order to carry the contrapuntal
lines through the intricacies of the
phrasing, the diction was marked by
clear precision.
The next numbers were sung with
increasing confidence. Lo, a Voice to
Heaven Sounding by Bortniansky
called forth a full but well-controlled
icne. The expressive style of the De
Pro/undis of Gluck was admirably in-
terpreted in the subtle inflections of
the phrasing. The Bach chorale, Now
Let Every Tongue Adore Thee, was
remarkable in performance for the
precision and even continuity of the
rhythm, maintained from the clean-
cut first attack through the quiet con-
trast section which lost none of the
forceful character of the chorale, al-
though on a lower dynamic level. This
performance owed its success not only
to the control and accuracy of the
conductor, tut also to the rhythmic
impetus of the accompaniment which,
like the other choir accompaniments,
was played by Betty Wunderle '39.
The last numbers, contemporary
works, were Delaney's My Soul, There
is a Country, written especially for the
Choir, and Let Us Now Praise Famous
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4)
GJampua (ffritu i BIBLIOFILEAfrica to South America
'Cello-Piano Recital
Listen! the Wind by Anne Morrow
Lindbergh. Harcourt, Brace and
Company. 1938. 275 pages. $2.50.
The Critics' Illusion—It's Such an Interesting Life!
Scenes from Maxwell Anderson
Last Tuesday evening the Wellesley
Players' Club presented an interesting
group of scenes from plays by Maxwell
Anderson. Three in all, they were
chcsen from The Star-Wagon and
Mary of Scotland, two vastly different
dramas, as Mr. T. H. Vail Motter of
our Literature Department pointed out
in an enlightening speech preceding
the performance.
The first presentation was the choir-
loft scene from The Star-Wagon. Al-
though the hymn singing was comical
John Whorf in Boston
John Whorf, one of the outstanding
young conservatives, is represented at
the Grace Home Galleries by a show
of watercolors which will last until
December 3. Mr. Whorf is an excep-
tionally able painter, and has been
often distinguished for his achieve-
ments, even to receiving an honorary
degree from Harvard. He has many
interests, and his brilliant technique
makes him one of the most versatile
of modern watercolorists.
He is, by his own confession, aware
The anticipations of the audience
were more than fulfilled by Yves Char-
don, violoncellist, and David Barnett,
pianist, at the recital given by them
Sunday, November 13, in Billings Hall.
The program opened with the Boc-
cerini Concerto in B flat. From the
very outset of the Allegro, Mr. Char-
don's finished technique and sensitive
inflections of tone color were marked.
The Largo displayed an extraordinary
beauty of tone, especially in the
pianissimo passages. In sharp contrast
t<5 this was the vigorous opening of
the Finale. Though more difficult
technically than the first movement,
it was not as is so often the case in
last movements, a mere show piece.
In the accompaniment, Mr. Barnett
balanced the 'cello beautifully, and
in the solo passages showed that sensi-
tive interpretation to which we have
become accustomed from his other
recitals.
The two chorales of J. S. Bach
which followed were fundamentally
contrasted in character. In the more
sonorous one, Mr. Chardon showed a
quality heard in the Largo of the con-
certo.
(Contiuned on Page 6, Col. 1)
Art Department Exhibits
Gertrude Tonsberg's Work
Farnsworth Art Museum announces
an exhibition of the paintings of Ger-
trude Tonsberg in the Art Building
from November 17 to 30. Miss Tons-
berg is a Boston artist, and a member
of numerous New England art associa-
tions. Her best-known contribution to
art is a "Portrait of Woodrow Wilson"
in the Jeremiah Burke High School
in Boston.
in the very eseence of its being, the
, ,
*_
.. . ... „ocf onH of changing tastes in what is generally
.scene lacked the irrepressible zest a d ^^ ^ *__t -«— v>= w
touching tenderness which were writ-
ten into it by the author. This scene,
and one other in the same play, were,
as Mr. Motter pointed out, the only
places in all his works in which Mr.
Anderson became tender. But the ten-
derness was not carried out to the full
extent of its possibilities. John Crowley
and Marian Glendining, as Stephen
and Martha, did, however, put across
some of the sentimental nostalgia
which was present, and Dr. Robert
Tapper as the "pumping" Hanus added
an amusing touch of bygone years.
Mrs. William Tallon, as the choir-
mistress, Mrs. Rutledge, was not the
rather overwhelming personality we
had always imagined, but portrayed a
more friendly and likeable, if less
amusing, woman.
The two scenes from Mary of Scot-
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
Listen! the Wind, is the tale of the
ten days' homeward flight from Africa
to South America made by the Lind-
berghs during their survey of the
North Atlantic routes. But its appeal
to the reader is not as a mere log of
a journey, interesting and exciting
though that journey may be. Mrs.
Lindbergh's book presents two pictures,
the Arse of the thrills and problems of
navigating the air, the second of a
husband and wife who can share these
thrills and problems, working together.
To one who has never flown, this
book somehow brings the experience
very close. We feel the dependence on
the wind, "which one can never count
on," the tenseness of landing and
taking off, the bumpiness of the clouds,
and the soaring heights of flight.
Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh left
Africa planning to fly to the Cape
Verde Islands whence they would take
off for South America, a distance of
sixteen hundred miles of ocean. Land-
ing at Porto Praia, they made their
final arrangements for the ocean
flight from this point, since taking off
from the African coast would have
meant an additional two hundred
miles, just the difference between fly-
ing with security and flying with
{Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)
CINEMA
METROPOLITAN—November 17-24; Errol Flynn and Bette Davis in
The Sisters, and Gangster's Boy.
LOEWS STATE AND ORPHEUM—November 17-24; Robert Donat and
Rosalind Russell in The Citadel, and Blondie with star cast.
KEITH MEMORIAL—November 17-24; Mischa Auer, Mary Boland, and
Edward Everett Horton in In Society, and Jack Oakie and Lucille
Ball in Annabell Takes A Tour.
COLONIAL—November 17, 18, 19; John Barrymore and Marjorie
Weaver in Hold That Co-ed, and Bobby Breen in Breaking the Ice.
November 20-23; Ronald Colman in // 7 Were King, and Peter Lorre
in The Mysterious Mr. Moto.
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE—November 18, 19: Don Ameche in Gate-
way, and the Jones Family in Safety in Numbers. November 21
22- Wallace Beery and Frank Morgan in Port of Seven Seas and
Saint in New York. November 23-26; Sonja Henie in My Lucky
Star and Mr. Boggs Steps Out.
called the Contemporary Scene; he has
become famous for certain types of
subjects; but he continues to paint
whatever interests him. He is essen-
tially a New England painter, well
known for his seascapes and his studies
of Boston and smaller towns in all
kinds of weather. He is equally inter-
ested in hunting, camping, rural life
and picturesque local activities such as
circuses and rodeos. There are also in
this show several capably painted
nudes. Unfortunately the very versa-
tility of the artist occasionally — but
very rarely—leads him astray into trite
subject-matter or undistinguished il-
lustration.
We have called him "conservative"
because he does aim at preserving
through faithful reproduction the true
character or beauty of his subject, and
to this end his technique is studied,
although with no loss of freshness.
His color is clear and alive, and his
brushwork telling, as in the paintings
March Sun and Cutting Ice. The
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 4)
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Wellesley Sq. — TeL Wei. 2868
Hurrah for the Yales!
... But how are your nails?
DONT spend rhls week-end with
a pair of "under-the-table
hands"! Let us bring out all their
grace and beauty with a luxurious
professional manicure.
We'll flatter your favorite cos-
tume color . - accent your com-
plexion . . .with one of the newest
fingertip colors . . . Vintagel
Regency. Hacienda I Fiesta I . . .
straight from Keggy Sage's exclu-
sive manicure salons in New
York, Paris and London.
We'll send you off to your week-end adventure de-
lighted... with a sparkling jewel at every fingertip I
P.S. You'll find (ha/ the new /onger-weonng Peggy
Sag. Manicure Polish will remain flawless ano bril-
liant right through lha week.
FILENE'S, 50 Central St., Wellesley









demonstrate the answers to
your questions on dancing.
Dinner Dancing
Every night except Sunday
Supper Dancing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
HOTEL
STATLER
D 6 STANBRO, Manager
STAGE
The Boys from Syracuse SHUBERT
Final week
The Flying Ginsbergs PLYMOUTH
Pinal week
Blackbirds of Lew Leslie MAJESTIC
Final week
Roland Hayes Nov. 20 . SYMPHONY HALL
San Carlo Opera Company OPERA HOUSE
Nov. 17-26 Thanksgiving matinee
IN PROSPECT
Dame Nature, Third play of Theatre Guild series. Nov. 28
American Landscape by Elmer Rice. Nov. 21 Thanksgiving matinee.
Great Lady with Irene Bordoni. Nov. 22 Thanksgiving matinee.
Dr. Faustus Federal Theatre. Nov. 22.
John Charles Thomas, Nov. 21
Kreisler. Nov. 27
Marian Anderson, Dec. 4
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY
Wellesley Thrift Shop, 34 Church Street, Wellesley
Telephone Wellesley 0915 Hours: 9 to 6:30








CHARGE ACCOUNTS OPENED — 63a CENTRAL ST.
reg to 22.50
now 3.95 to 6.95
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Mrs. Dean Sees "Europe in Crisis
as Hitler Aims to Fulfill Objectives
Under the auspices of the Wellesley
College Peace Council. Mrs. Vera
Micheles Dean. Research Director of
the Foreign Policy Association, spoke
on Europe in Crisis at the Armistice
Day meeting in Pendleton Hall Friday.
November 11. at 8:00 p. m. Opening
her discussion with the statement that
we were commemorating Armistice
Day, not celebrating it. Mrs. Dean
quoted a commentator in saying, "It
took us four years to win the war. and
twenty years to lose it." because we
are now confronted with a resurgent
Germany, winning by peaceful means
the war lost in 1918. Germany has
attained her objectives thus far by the
threat of using force, but as yet has
not been forced to make good that
threat.
NECESSITY FOR ACTION
Since "realism is not synonymous
With despair." however. Mrs. Dean
offered hope for the future if we dis-
miss two dangerous tendencies. The
first of these is "to indulge in moral
pronouncements" without any inten-
tion of supplementing them by prac-
tical action: the other is wishful think-
ing, the tendency to believe that inter-
national events, "like American
movies." must have a happy ending.
Sentimentality is out of place.
Mrs. Dean stressed the importance
of evaluating our opponent's capabili-
ties. She spoke of Britain as being
affected with :t "high-minded astigma-
tism"; both Chamberlain and Lord
Halifax thought Hitler would act
either as a sportsman or a business
man; he did neither. The German
leader, with "the greatest one-track
mind in Europe." is working toward his
objectives as outlined in Mein Kampf.
The immedii 'Us of the Munich
accord are clear, though its effects
are so far-reaching that they can not
yet be fully estimated. "Germany,
having won the cheapest victory in
history, has become the strongest power ; fi C j enceSi rea l or imagined, in
made her seem very real to the audi-
ence, and the essentially dramatic con-
flict between the two queens, repre-
senting as they did the wholly diver-
gent points of view of totalitarian and
liberal governments, seemed relevant to
our own lives at this time. The scenes
from Mary o/ Scotland were successful
and more than made up for any de-
Tlie
Senor Salinas Tells
of Travel in Mexico
By Slierley Heidenbcrg
BIBLIOPHILE
Africa to South America
on the European continent." Both
Britain and France are to be blamed
for this outcome. Chamberlain wished
to avoid force, to prevent the action
of France's alliance with Czecho-
slovakia, and the Czech - Russian
Mutual Assistance Pact, which might
lead to war. France, while officially
ready to intervene up to September 12.
alibied its way out of the situation by
saying that if Germany merely inter-
vened, France's treaty with Czecho-
slovakia did not obligate it to take
action. Mrs. Dean believes that both
Chamberlain and Daladier, at the
Munich conference, had cards they
did not play: the economic weakness
of Germany and Italy, the reluctance
of the German and Italian peoples to
face a long war, and the friendliness
of the United States to the western
democracies.
ECONOMIC INTER-DEPENDENCE
The United States, despite any desire
for isolation, can not help but be
affected by Germany's increasing
power. Hitler will make his bid for
colonies. Germany will challenge us in
world markets, especially in Latin
America. We must do more than in-
crease our armaments, for the fight is a
spiritual one as well as materia!; the
Nazis promise a man three meals a day
and a roof over his head—Naziism
"appeals to the masses without train-
ing the masses what to do in a collec-
tive political system." The fault of the
democracies is that they have evolved
methods for solving economic and
social conflicts at home, but have




Scenes From Moxwell Anderson
'Continued from Page 5. Col. 2)
'Cello-Piano Recital land were between Mary and Bothwell
and Mary and Elizabeth. The emotional
pitch which they reached was more
intense than the former scene, and the
players had a better grasp of their
characters. Albert J. T. Woll's Bothwell
was a vibrant energetic character who
ofTered an interesting contrast to Mrs.
Josephine Osgood's Mary. The latter
Such imensit was completely dis- might have been more sumptuously
(Continued from Page 5, Col, 4)
Mr. Barnett's introduction to Max
Bruch's Kol Nidre set the atmosphere
of dramatic intensity which was con-
veyed throughout by both performers.
Spectators Witness
Field Day Contests
{Continued from Page 4, Col. 2)
M. Ellison '42 came in third in the
actual race, bheir excellent form gave
them a total of fifty-seven points for
second place over the Freshman crew
coxed by F. Clausen '41 which won
third place.
The dormitory crew race held the
spotlight on the lake that afternoon.
The Shafer crew composed of: Cox,
A. Jantzen '39; Stroke, N. Reynolds
•39; 7, L. Bennett '39; 6. M. Cahill '39;
5, M. Jones *40; 4, W. White '41; 3,
B. Kolter '39; 2, G. Sharp "40 and Baw.
E. K. Beach "39, won the competition
with a total score of 96.5 out of a
possible 100 points. The crew repre-
senting Tower Court offered close com-
petition to the winners, not only in
their fine form but also in the actual
race, in" which they were only a half a
boat length behind. The Quad crew
came in third.
pelled by the ensuing Tarantelle of
Poppu which will long be remembered
by the audience because of the amazing
tempo at which it was taken.
Mr. Chardon closed the recital with
the unaccompanied Suite in D Minor
of J. S. Bach in which n smoothness
of tone and breadth of interpretation
were evidenced. An enthusiastic
audience brought Mr. Chardon back
for an encore for which he chose the
Prelude to the Suite in G Major by
Bach.
E. P. '39
dressed in this scene to create the rich
effect of a queen, and might also have
talked with closer spacing of words.
These were the only faults we could
find in Mis. Osgocd, however, and are
true of the first scene only, for her
controlled voice and penetrating un-
derstanding of the tragic queen's emo-
tions made her performance one of
outstanding merit. Mrs. Marguerite
Students May Enter
Winter Gym Classes
Although Voluntary winter gym work
began last Monday, November 14. there
still remains time to enter Voluntary
classes by signing on the Athletic As-
sociation board. This offer holds true
for Freshmen and Sophomores taking
required work, but especially for
Juniors and Seniors. The classes in-
clude beginning, intermediate, and ad-
vanced tap dancing; elementary and
advanced gym; and folk dancing.
Freshmen may not sign up for a 4:40
period unless they live on campus. The
schedule is as follows: Elementary
Gymnastics, Monday and Wednesday
at 2:40 p. m. and Tuesday and Friday
at 3:40 p. m.; Advanced Gymnastics,
Monday and Wednesday at 4:40 p. m.;
Folk Dancing, Monday and Wednesday
MESDAMES STYLISTS
Custom Goums—Coats—Dresses
SHOPPINC SERVICE - ALTERATIONS
WE CATER TO COLLEGE STUDENTS
Brodeur Lee portrayed Queen Elizabeth
i
572 Washington St. Wellesley
with skill and a fiery intensity which i Tel - WELIesley 1 982
Camilla Davis Will Play
Augusta in "The Youngest"
Barn has announced a change in the
cast of Fall Formals. Camilla Davis '39
will take Elizabeth Van W;
Augusta in Philip Barry's The
Youngest to be givt n December 9 and




NOW is the time to shop for
lal Christmas Cards. Our






•U nil Dillmorc mnlcea ipeeinl r n rate* for col-
lege itiulonla and faculty.
+ i in. Bjllmore Iim n School nml College Dcpart-
iimiii fur your convenience.
• riie Dillmorc I lock,! Lobby,! the favorite
meeting place ..r college Kudenli in New York.
•k Hi.- Dillmorc '•- onlj » minulc'i walk from the
'" " ,r "l Station platform! and in close
proximltj (0 id.- theatre and •bopping diatricta.
k The Bowman 11 1 ii open fur Dancing and
1 nlertninnu-nl nl Dinner nnd Supper.
•k Uorace liii.li and hii Brigadjera return to the
"""' Il'""" rhtinday, December 15th.
P/eoio write for illuiiralea brochure
THE BILTMORE
MADISON AVENUE AT 43RD STREET, NEW YORK
Adjoining Grand Ctnlral
An invitation from the Mexican
government took Professor .Pedro
Salinas of the Spanish Department on
a lecture trip to Mexico City last sum-
mer. While not occupied with speaking
at the Fine Arts Palace on The Relation
Betueen the World 0/ Reality and the
World of Poetry, Mr. Salinas had the
opportunity of seeing for himself the
conditions under which Mexico is try-
ing to ride to world importance.
"Mexico is a country in the making,"
said Professor Salinas, "and has much
work to do in internal reconstruction."
But the greatest problem according to
Mi-. Salinas lies in raising the living
standards of the Indians. Uneducated
and underpaid, the native population
is a stumbling block to Mexican prog-
ress—a stumbling block which can be
removed only by education and social
legislation.
"But sociology is not my field," con-
tinued Professor Salinas. "My greatest
pleasure came in traveling about and
seeing this wonderful country. In
Mexico no one is in a hurry; there is
time for contemplation and thinking.
The greatest compliment you couid
pay my interview," Mr. Salinas told
y.ur reporter, "would be to come see
the tilings I brought back from Mexico.
But no, I can see you have not the
time; your schedule will not permit.
All," sighed the professor, "the most
terrible word in the English language
is schedule. In Mexico everyone is
late for appointments, and it is de-
lightful to be late for appointments."
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5)
at 4:40 p. m., and Tuesday and Friday
at 3:40 p. m.; Elementary Tap, Mon-
day at 1:40 p. m.. Thursday at 2:40
p. m., Monday and Wednesday at 2:40
p. m., Tuesday and Friday at 4:40 p.
m.: Intermediate Tap, Monday and
Wednesday at 3:40 p. m.; Advanced
Tap. Tuesday and Friday at 4:40 p. m.
Voluutary Archery will continue two
more weeks; those interested may par-
ticipate at 3:40 p. 111. any afternoon
during the week.
Voluntary Badminton classes are
open to either beginning or advanced
players. Those who wish instruction
meet Tuesday nights at 7:30 p. m..
while the advanced group plays at 8:30.
knowledge that the gasoline and pro-
visions would just last, with none to
spare.
At Porto Praia the Lindberghs
found the inconveniences of a practi-
cally unused transatlantic base. The
lethargy and enervating heat of the
place and its inhabitants, the continual
blowing of a wind which prevented a
heavily loaded plane from taking off,
caused the problems that the Lind-
berghs had to face. Return to and a
new start from Bathurst was their
only alternative, though it necessitated
extra mileage, and thus more fuel, and
less carrying weight in other objects.
In the chapters concerning the take
off from Bathurst, we find the tensest
and best written part of the book.
Departure by moonlight seemed to be
the most advisable procedure, so the
plane was loaded and the fliers waited
tor the wind. Always one finds this
dependence on the wind. Night after
night, as the moon waned, attempts
were made to fly a heavily loaded
plane in a slight, practically non-exis-
tent breeze. Finally, carrying the least
possible amount of weight, the plane
took off from the harbor of Bathurst,
"like someone singing ecstatically,
climbing, soaring—sustained note of
power and joy."
The last five or six chapters deal
with the flight itself. Mrs. Lindbergh,
as radio operator, kept up contact with
the outside world. Weather reports,
messages from ships, from the port
they had left, and finally from their
destination, were transmitted. It is in
these chapters particularly that we see
the working relation between husband
and wife, although it has been ap-
parent throughout the book in Mrs.
Lindbergh's understanding of the
Colonel and his problems during she
trip.
V. H. '40
l l B A
| Studio for Women '
I i
I To the discriminating Wellesley Miss who insists H
I
on something better than the usual "college" phoro-
| graph, we recommend the Bachrach Studio for
I Women.
1 I
I A Separate Studio
1 1
I
Equipped with the most modern photographic apparatus
known to the profession.
The Deft Artistry of a Specialist
The camera man in charge of the Women's Studio has for |
years specialized in feminine portraiture. An ample amount i
I of his time will be devoted to your sitting. B
1 A Modified Hollywood Make-up
Adapted by the Bachrach photographer to the requirements
of feminine portraiture. Not in any sense over-done or dra-
matic, the new make-up aids in accentuating your best features
and enables us to create a photograph that is complimentary
as well as natural. 7
Special prices for Wellesley Students
f,om $ 15 h doxen •> 1$ I
O
for si>
SIT NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
JBactvpach
(rJtoioa iaphs ofJEtisiiriciu. >,;
Y
~ 647 Boylston Street
?.»... , m ,
Telephone Kenmore 4730
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Wellesley Students Volunteer Aid
in Boston's Social Service Activity
By Virginia Hotchncr
"One, two. three, snatch the bean- 1 one other playground is a concrete-
bag!" "Come on, Fred, get it!" "Fool
him, Paul!" These are the shrieks that
your reporter heard issuing from an
old brick house on one of the side
streets of the South End of Boston.
The games and crafts at one of Bos-
ton's many settlement houses were in
full swing, assisted by volunteer
workers from Wellesley, Radcliffe, and
other nearby schools and colleges.
Inadequate Equipment
"We get so interested in the work
paved area, equal to about half a
b!cck. surrounded by a high wire fence,
and with no play equipment or leaders
whatsoever. In the settlement houses,
however, the children have an oppor-
tunity to play organized games and
to do craft work one afternoon a
week, to have free play, with dolls
for the girls, and individual games or
games for small groups, for the boys.
At the special Hallowe'en, Christmas,
md other holiday parties the children
and the children," explained one of play games and have stories told to
the Wellesley volunteers, "that we keep (hem.
bothering our friends for toys and
magazines and clothes to 'dress up' in."
One girl even braved the amazed
stares of fellow passengers on the Wel-
lesley-Boston train in order to bring
a doll to her group of ten girls. "We
had to save every Christmas card we
received," divulged a friend of a
volunteer later, "because they need
them in the settlement house to use as
foundations for Christmas cards that
the children make in their crafts
periods."
"We learn so much about children,
and about general social conditions,"
continued the worker. At her house,
(he Head took the group of volunteers
Tiven ty-five Volun teers
Of course, settlement house work is
not the only type of volunteer work
open to Wellesley students, Marianne
Robinson '39, Chairman of Social
Service, explained. Miss Robinson, who
holds one of C. A.'s important posi-
tions, helps place girls in library and
FREE PRESS
'42 Asks Library Changes
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)
their return, for use Sunday evening.
Another question arises. Why can-
not books be charged on Sunday after-
noons? With the librarians on duty
anyway, this would enable those who
had left college for Saturday only to
procure reading matter for Sunday
night study. Reserve books, limited
in number, might be more readily cir-
culated if Sunday withdrawals were
permitted. Sometimes an entire section
is expected to use a single text for a
week-end assignment. The book is
withdrawn by one fortunate student
on Saturday afternoon and the rest of
us pray that the teacher doesn't give
a roll-call based on the reading!
Briefly, may we suggest that the
library be open on Sunday evening
rather than Saturday and that with-
drawal of books be permitted on Sun-
day afternoon. We are certainly for-
tunate to have access to Wellesley's
clinic as well as in settlement house excellent library and perhaps criticism
work. C. A. also offers opportunities to I is not justified. There may be excellent
visit hospitals and to read to the sick reasons why the present rules are em-
or the blind. Placement is done through
j
ployed, but why not enlighten '42, if
the Boston Council of Social Agencies they do exist?
with Mrs. James Donovan, Head of
its Volunteer Service Bureau, inter-
viewing all applicants. The Social
Service Committee includes, in addition
Joan Pinanski, '42
Guest System Deadlock
to observe various social agencies to its chairman, one Senior member,
around Boston, such as Morgan Me-
morial. Often the helpers visit the
schools and observe classes that
children in their own groups attend.
"They all began to jump up and down
and exclaim, 'there's my teacher from
Hale House' when I walked in," the
volunteer told your reporter. The
To the Wellesley College News:
Since the beginning of the college
year, we have been trying out the new
college guest system, devised to make
There are now about twenty or ,' exchange guests possible without over-
crowding the dining rooms. The draw-
one Junior member, and two Sopho-
more members, who aid in placement
and in arranging teas and meetings.
twenty-five Wellesley girls doing volun-
teer social work, many of whom were I backs of the system, although obvious,
helpers last year also. Arrangements
, are seemingly inevitable. No one can
„» """ **"" *"*'«*<«'• * *
I
are now being made for Freshman ' hav~ a aup&t unless another nerson




volunteers to aid in agencies in Wei- ono* nut nn nnp pops out. until hprEnd extremely overcrowded, with poor i
. „. . .. MMff * fnv avamn}o •
goes o e g u
lesley and the Newtons—for example,
;
hcstess finds someone In her house go-
visiting the Wellesley Hills Convales- ing out.—that someone can't go out
cent Home. "We try to place all volun- until—but the chain is endless. The
teers where they can be of most valu2 most surprising part of the new scheme
in active service," explained Miss ! is that lt works at aU .
Robinson. Wouldn't it be easier if we could have
i
guests every night, instead of limiting
equipment and inadequate teachers.
Safe Play in Settlement
The settlement houses, as the volun-
teers explained to your reporter, are
the only safe places in the district. The
MISS JOHNSON PRAISES
E. V. LUCAS IN ARTICLE
E. V. Lucas "was a bom essayist
and a natural scholar," wrote associate
professor Edith C. Johnson of the
English Composition Department in
an article entitled "E. V. is Dead"
which appeared in The America"
Scholar, Autumn, 1938. Miss John-
son maintains that his exacting ap-
praisal of the life of Charles Lamb,
and his collection of that writer's
letters, made Lucas more than worthy
of the degree of Doctor of Learning
presented to him in 1936 by Oxford
University.
Miss Johnson had known and cor-
responded with Lucas as her friend
and publisher for the past ten years.
Her position as one of the foremost
authorities in this country on Charles
Lamb is largely a result of her re-
cent book, Lamb Always Elia.
universities in the United States, them to Tuesday, Thursday and Sun-
Prints should be sent to the Yale day? The advantages of this arrange-
Photography Club. 403A Yale Station. . ment, especially in view of the current
New Haven, Connecticut before Feb-
ruary 1, 1939. There is an entry fee
of SI. For entrv blanks and further
information address the Photog-aphy
Club.
Pending further developments a
selection of up to 150 prints will be
exhibited in the New York World's
Fair through the courtesy of the
Eastman Kodak Company.
complications of the system, are ob-
vious. Guests would be spread out over
the week, and no one night would wit-
ness a great over-crowding. Increased
DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
DENTIST
Room No. 8 Morton Block
572 Washington Street
(over Seller's)
Wellesley Sq. Wei. 1018
SUE PAGE STUDIO
— FRAMES —
Make an appointment for your CHRISTMAS
PHOTOGRAPHS now — Tel. Wellesley 0430
Church Street Wellesley
kpilllHlliBIIIIBIIimili < nil I M
DON'T GAMBLE!
YALE CLUB SPONSORS ||
CAMERA COMPETITION
The Yale Photography Club will B
award medals designed by Ralph B
Wencioni, Yale School of Fine Ails. a
for the three best photographs in the B
National Intercollegiate Exhibition al
'he Yale Gallery of Fine Arts Feb- \
ri|aiy 13-20. 1939. Entry, limited to
'our prints per person, is open to
undergraduates at all colleges and








LOST: Diirimr Mra. Vera Dean'* lecture on
i li European tituation, u complacent fwl
ini- thai rwrythinjr turns out nil right "•
the end no matter what nation dot what,
LOST: \ green jado ring with an engraved
silvei foundation. Finder please return
to I. K. 0, Severance.
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John Whorf in Boston
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 3)
mere variety of his subjects presup-
poses faultless drawing. Certain bril-
liant effects of technique are best
displayed in the two compositions
both called Rainy Streets. Indeed his
fondness for wet. smooth .surfaces and
studies of sea and river is well known.
All of his subjects are imbued with
wholesomeness and life. In his land-
scapes and seascapes, such as Hunting
and Approaching Storm, the air is fresh
and the colors cool. In Night Show he
has caught the bright excitement of a
small-town circus in a most interesting
composition. His capable and forceful
handling of difficult night scenes is
displayed in January Night and In
Stormy Night, two studies of snow-cov-
ered, lamplit streets. And in his so-
called "tenement studies," Spring Be-
hind Parnell Street and Hot Day. he
is philosophically concerned with life
as he finds it. and fortunately not in-
terested in drawing conclusions. All in
all, this is a show as distinguished as
any one of John Whorf's work should
be.
E. K. '39
opportunity for exchanges would di-
minish the chances of a complete dead-
lock. Perhaps more guests would visit
the various houses, thus increasing
campus friendliness. The slip system
itself might become unnecessary. If
the only reason for the Tuesday, Thurs-
day, and Sunday arrangement is cus-
tom, let's be progressive and change
tradition to meet this new situation!
C. L. '40
Mrs. D. Y. Lin Dies;
Was Chinese Pioneer
(Continued from Page 3. Col. 5>
Kwantung War Economy Campaign
for the purpose of teaching economy
during the war. She was also active
in first aid work for air raid sufferers.
Even after Mrs. Lin whs warned that
overwork was impairing her health, the
tireless worker continued her efforts.
Because of a heart attack she was
finally sent to the hospital where she
died in August, 1938.
is in a heroic, almost pompous style,
with Its prominent, persistently regular
accompaniment a fittingly firm setting
for the noble text from Ecclesiasticus.
The organ solos, selections by Mar-
cello, Bach, and Couperin. were played
by Mr. Hinners and were a decidedly





Made to Order or For Rent
326 Union Ave. Fram. 7956
Annual November Vesper Concert
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 1)
Men by Vaughan-Williams. The De-
laney work is a loosely-knit composi-
tion, translating in a dissonant idiom
the remote and rather vague imagery
of Vaughan's poetry. Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men, on the other hand.






















W..on you start the annual pilgr.mage home to
get a good square meal (we presume you're
not immune to the charms of a home-cooked
drumstick 1) remember the sage advice of the
Puritan Fathers . . . "Always travel by Grey-
hound and save your money for a rainy day
or a really swell party!" You can manage the
whole out-of-town week-end for a little more
than you'd spend hanging around the college.
The trip, at Greyhound's low fares, cost less
than half as much as driving a car . . . eve





Portsmouth, N. H. 1.80
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Calendar
Thursday. Nov. 17: 3:10 P. M. Pen-
dleton Hall. "42 class meeting.
The ACADEMIC COUNCIL will NOT
meet until December 8.
4 00 P M. Shakespeare House. Peace
Council Play: "Bury the Dead.' by Owen
Shaw, nnd tea.
•S-30 P M. Alumnae Hall. Budapest
Strinp Quartet. Single tickets at JUS m
on sale at the Concert Fund Office. Billings
Hall.
Friday. Not. 18: '8:15 A. M. Morn'ng
Chapel. Miss Wilson will lead.
7:15 P. M. Agora House. Meeting or tnc
Cosmopolitan Club.
Saturday. Nov. 19: '8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss George will lead.
•8:00 P. M. Great Hall, Tower Court.
Open meeting of the Department of Hy-
giene and Physical Education : talk and
movies on Indin by Miss Josephine Rnth-
b
°Sunday. Nov. 20: '11:00 A. M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher. Dr Harold C.
Phillips. The First Baptist Church. Cleve-
land. Ohio.
•7-30 P M. Room 130, Green Hall.
Music Service. (Christian Association.
,
Monday. Nov. 21: »8:1B A. M. Morning
Chapel. Mr. Steiger will lead.
•4:10 P. M. T. Z. E. House. Mr. Harold
K Lindergreen of the Vesper George S-hool
..f Art. Boston, will talk on "Applied Art.
Ten at 4:15. (Personnel Bureau.)
7:00 - 7:30 P. M. Munger Hall. French
songs (L'Aisle Francaise.)
Tuesdoy Nov. 22: »8:1B A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Smaill will lead.
Wednesday, Nov. 23: *8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Howard will lead.
Thursday. Nov. 24: Thanksgiving Day.
No classes.
NOTES: •Wellesley College Library.
Beginning November 21. a semi-centennial
exhibition of original autograph letters, edi-
tions and association copies of the works of
Matthew Arnold from the English Poetry
Collection in the Wellesley College Library
and from the private collections of Pro-
fessor Chauncey B. Tinker of Yale Univer-
sity and Dr. Howard F. Lowry of the
College of Woostcr nnd the Oxford Uni-
versity Press.
•Wellesley College Art Museum. Exhibi-
tion of paintings by Gertrude Tonsberg.
•Open to the public.
ALUMNAE NOTES
Engaged
Barbara G. Smith "35 to Alexander
A. McKenzle, Dartmouth '32.
Helen P. Stafford -36 to Thomas L.
Lalley, Jr.
Elizabeth Hillson '38 to Dr. Roy M.
Seideman, N. Y. U. Medical School,
'36.
Carol Christie ex-'37 to Michael
Dculton of London, England.
Annalee Rose '37 to Alfred R. Ges-
singer, Princeton, Harvard Law.
Doris Keene Gilbert '36 to John May-
nard Hitchcock.
Ruth Lorish "35 to Robert V. Si-
monds, Dartmouth.
Ruth E. Smith '35 to Knowleton D.
Reed, Jr., Princeton '33.
Married
Harriet J. Brady "34 to Sherwood
lw. Bonney.
Elizabeth Scarritt '36 to Benjamin
C. Adams, Jr.
Jan? Lundahl -36 to Howard
Krcehl, Jr.
Ethelmay Kennedy "36 to William
H. Walker.
Grace F. Potter '36 to John P.
Ebelke.
Janice E. Wilson "37 to Carl A.
Dietz.
Mary Prayer '37 to William S.
Allen.
"Women in Journalism"
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3)
work at the Columbia School of Jour-
nalism is in many ways the equivalent
of a job. Other advantages which ac-
crue to a graduate school include in-
telligent criticism of work, and valu-
able contacts with faculty members.
PRESS LISTS PRIZES
FOR POETRY WRITERS
The Canterbury Press Invites local
loets to submit their work for entrance
in a 150 dollar prize contest, and for
nclusion in an anthology. "Christmas
Cavalcade of Verse." Participants may
ubmit both published and unpublished
>oems for which there are no restric-
tions as to quantity, theme, or style.
.Vhile there are no restrictions Ur
joems to be included in the anthology.
:ontest entries may not be longer than
2 lines apiece. There will be a 50
Jollar first prize, a 25 dollar second
HILL AND HILL
Harper Method Beauty Shop
23 Central Street
Wellesley 1290
>rlze, 5 ten-dollar prizes, and 5
five-
dollar prizes. Poets should mail their
work on or before November 28 to
Canterbury House, 1 North Union
street. New York City. It is advisable
to type poems and to enclose with them
a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
EUROPEANS WILL SEE
MOVI E OF WELLESLEY
Wellesley College will be the only
girl's college included in a moving pic-
ture survey of American educational
institutions which Is being conducted
by the Nord Deutscher Lloyd Steam-
ship Company. Choosing Wellesley be-
cause It lends itself to pictorial repre-
sentation, photographers started this
morning to take representative pictures
of Wellesley activities. The camera
will record a Severance dining hall at
meal-time, class room scenes, a hockey
game, and the Shafer Dormitory Crew,
victors in the all-college crew races
last week, in action.
The films will be shown in a series of
European lectures designed to increase
interest in American travel .














^ykillful is the word that best describes
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend
It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish . . . the
world's best cigarette tobaccos . . . that makes
Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.
And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each other ... for
flavor, for aroma, for mildness and
for taste, that has made Chesterfield
the cigarette in which millions ofsmokers
find a new pleasure in smoking.
Copyright 1938. Liggett & Myt»s Tobacco "t.
hesterfield
the blend that can't be copied
...a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
